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+16628627696 - http://www.mcdonalds.com

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Mcdonald's from Fulton. Currently, there are 18 menus
and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Mcdonald's:
I visit these McDonald 's (mostly for breakfast) a few times a week. Today I went through for lunch so I could get

back to work quickly. When I ate my chicken nuggets, I noticed some were muddy and broke them open and
they were not cooked by. I took her back and the manager was so nice and immediately pulled all the nuggets.
You and the other staff behind the counter went over an afterlife to quickly replace my lunch... read more. As a

customer, you can use the WiFi of the restaurant free of charge, And into the accessible spaces also come
visitors with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Mcdonald's:

App always said they were from almost everything, so eventually went through Drive-Thru and they had
everything. Leave an article out of order. They also made little effort to clear the ice on the road, making it a

slippery ride. read more. Mcdonald's from Fulton is the perfect place if you want to sample fine American meals
like burgers or barbecue, Inthemorning a delicious brunch is offered here. Not to be overlooked is also the

comprehensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, They also present nice South American
meals to you on the menu.
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Appet�er�
NUGGETS

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN SANDWICH

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

M�Muffi�
EGG MCMUFFIN

Chicke�
CHICKEN NUGGETS

CHICKEN MCNUGGETS

Coffe�
ICED COFFEE

CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

ICE CREAM

BURGER

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

BEANS

CHICKEN

CHEESE

PORK MEAT

BACON
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Opening Hours:
Monday 05:30-23:00
Tuesday 05:30-23:00
Wednesday 05:30-23:00
Thursday 05:30-23:00
Friday 05:30-21:00
Saturday 05:30-21:00
Sunday 06:30-23:00
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